
First NYC (10/5/14)
Interaction: Serve One Another 

Philippians 2.19–30 !
Sermon 

Phil 2 (p. 791). 1st episode, 1st season of BBC hit series Sherlock 
ends w a twist. Throughout episode as introduced to SH & Watson, 
trying to figure out who’s resp for a string of murders that look like 
suicides. In the end a surprise (spoiler alert!): cabbie. Refers to self 
as forgotten, unseen, unnoticed. How we view servants, whether 
taxi drivers, doormen, wait staff: do your job & stay out of the way, 
overlooked not celebrated. Soc today like soc in P’s day: everyone 
looks out for their own interests (21). Today’s txt the opp: Paul 
celebrates two men precisely bc of their service. Read txt. !
Sit: P under house arrest in Rome (Acts 28, Philemon). Company 
surrounding him includes two familiar to Philippian ch. (a) Timothy 
(19–24), P’s min partner/trav companion, bels in Ph would know, P 
wanted to send to Ph eventually, not yet tho bc P needed T w him 
(23). (b) Epaphroditus (25–30). Not a trav companion but a bel 
from Ph, sent by bels there to attend to P in prison. While P waited 
to send T back, P decided to send Ep back imm, prob w letter. 
Reason: Ph worried about Ep’s health, so sent back to relieve them. !
Both P commends for their service. T exemplifies heart of a serv: no 
one else like him (20, lit. “I have no one likeminded”), as a son w 
his father (22). Ep sacrifice of a serv: almost died for work of X (28). 
Servs like this not common, now or then. Makes us ask where does 
this kind of service come from? in a phrase source: Jesus-centered 
love for peo (20–21). 
• love for peo (genuine concern for your welfare, 20). P wanted 

to know how Phs were doing. Was sending Ep, but wouldn’t 
return, so send someone 2nd pers. But not just anyone: P knew 
T wasn’t just a Xian journalist, impassively reporting a story. 
Sending someone who loved & cared for them even as P 
himself loved & cared for them. 
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• but why say Jesus-centered? Look at unusual wording of v. 21: 

expect looks out for their own interests, not others’ interests (cp. 
v. 4), instead looks out for their own interests, not JX’s. What are 
JX’s interests in this world? Among other things, his peo: their 
joy & sorrow, prosperity & suffering, success & failure. His 
interest: the welfare of his peo. Behind an apostle concerned 
for bels in Ph stands One far greater w a far greater interest in 
them. For T, not primarily about needy peo back there. Yes, def 
concerned about them, genuinely concerned for their welfare. 
Yet not a Ph-centered love of Phs, but a J-centered love of Phs. 
T saw them not as they appeared but as they were: united to J. !

Went to NYCRM this wk to talk about poss involvement for 1st. 
Craig showed me “make them visible” video. Recruited peo to 
dress up as homeless, make up, layers of clothes, etc. Had fam 
members walk by them (siblings, aunt/uncle, spouse). Video shows 
fam talking about their beloved, then interviewer handed them 
comp & showed them walking by the ones they loved, but didn’t 
recog. Stunning, tearful. Ends w fams reunited. Once saw them for 
who they were, transformed the way they approached them. !
Powerful video that humanizes homeless we pass by every day. But 
ills pt here. Very few homeless peo in here, but like fam members 
in that video, tendency to walk by wo recog who these other peo at 
1st really are: JX’s interest here on earth. But once we see them for 
who they are, transforming. Serv begins w J-centered love for peo. 
What we’ve been talking about: gos > uwX > love > disposition 
(value & accept). We’ll never serve 1A as X served us unless & until 
we begin viewing them not as they appear but as they are: uwX. !
so practically, what does this kind of service look like? beg of a 
good definition (30): making up for the help others could not give. 
IOW, serv is doing someth for someone that others are not doing. 
2nd way gos shapes interaction: speak to 1A & serve 1A. 
Comparison: 
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!
Doing someth for someone that others are not doing. Clarifications: 
• Not segregated (some speak & others serve). All resp for each, 

tho some gifted one way & others another. Doesn’t mean elders 
never serve, vice versa. Every spir gift has corr command. 

• Not solo (no one doing this). “Others not doing” doesn’t mean 
if one pers doing someth, no one else needed. Often many are 
serving, but more needed. E.g., Ph sending Ep tho P had peo 
like T w him. More to be done, more servants needed. Ill of 
OCC: no one else can bring in the very items you bring in. 

• Not superior (no one else can). Ch peo can become very 
territorial about min. “I do it this way bc it’s best way & if I’m 
away, then it must be done my way or else it just won’t turn out 
right.” Often put under guise of excellence: children’s disc, 
chwide meals, library, teaching. 

• Not severe (no one else will). So easy to become critical of 
other peo when we see a need. “No one else will do this, so I 
guess I’ll do it.” Often unnoticed tasks: picking up trash on 
floor, calling widow, straightening up bulletin board. That they 
are easy only raises our temptation to be critical: “it’s not like 
this is hard! why won’t anyone else do it?” !

Truly Xian service not segregated, solo, superior, severe. In fact G 
intends to use needs we see/resps no one else is doing not just to 

Speak to One Another Serve One Another

related to words related to deeds

verbal tangible

use your mouth use your hands

if anyone speaks 
(1Pet 4.11a)

if anyone serves 
(1Pet 4.11b)

office of elder office of deacon
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serve others but to confront us in our own sin, esp our own self-r.  
Ill of pastor’s wife & children weeding garden at ch: “bc we love 
the L!” G not primarily interested in what we do for others but in 
what we love primarily. & service becomes a powerful mirror to 
show what we really love. Far too often, we serve bc we want 
recog, reputation, glory. Or to feel good about ourselves. As has 
often been quipped, the test of a serv is being treated like one. 
Once you are, you find out whether you really love J & his peo, or 
whether you’re using serv as a means to show how great you are. !
But that isn’t Xian service. Xian service less an activity & more a 
mindset, way of viewing others & oneself in relat to others. Note 
handout: humility, compassion, submissive. Far from exploiting 
others to build your kingdom/min, Xians arrange selves under 
others, come under peo to do for them what they can’t do for 
themselves. Opp of top-down. Coming under means: 
• affirming their dignity. Ill of All Angels. 
• considering their situation. Not just doing stuff (cp. Heb 10.24). 
• listening to their concerns. Not coming in as dictators or prob 

solvers but giving those served ownership in our service. 
• working for their good. Not enough to lay out great programs, 

but must strive to see goals accomplished (cp. make every effort 
in Rom 14.19; strive to do what is good in 1Thess 5.15). !

Ways peo serve at 1st 
• Winston: manning hallways during service 
• Maria: nursery 
• Thelma, Merlyn: preschool 
• Richard & Lucy, now Daniel & Caleb: children’s church 
• Cynthia, Irma, Venus, Lorna: SS 
• Hydreck & ushers: opening doors, greeting guests 
• Nick & Joelle: coffee 
• Michael: sweeping sidewalks, snow removal 
• Michael, now Nic J: audio 
• Tschaa: video 
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• Choir: 1–2 hr rehearsal midweek, 30 min warmup 
• Gordon, Heawon, Steve, Lazar, Caleb: 1–2 hr rehearsal 

midweek 
• Rubye: opening door to community 
• Grace G: Thursday office help 
• Grace A, Elsie, others: checking in on widows & shut-ins 
• Petersons, Riveras, Scotts: hosting neighborhood groups 
• Arlene: Sunday lunches 
• Brian R: helping w archives 
• Wendy S, then Larry J, now Larry B: bookkeeping/accounting 
• Irma, occasionally Mavis: preparing luncheons 
• Tschaa: helping w refreshments 
• Janet, Richard, Nick, Joshua, Donna: Bible study leaders 
• OCC volunteers 
• Xmas concert volunteers 
• Maggie: sending birthday cards 
• Larry J: legal counsel 
• Eric B: offering city church perspective 
• Eric W: engineering assistance 
• Kimberly & Joelle: helping a single mom, organizing playdates 
• Peter: picking up food for the homeless !
Areas where we need peo to serve 
• Everything I just mentioned could use more peo! 
• Children’s discipleship 
• Starting a food pantry 
• Helping w a coat drive 
• Bowery Mission (once a quarter), NYCRM 
• Website 
• Greeters during SS 
• Hospitality 
• Signage 
• Neighborhood groups 
• Assimilating 
• Weekday reception & liaisons 
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• International students ministry 
• Widows, shut-ins, sick, needy 
• Prayer walks 
• Afterschool mentoring 
• Xmas concert: singers, promo, ushers 
• OCC: stuff, packers 
• Social media 
• VBS 2015 
• Building cleanup 
• Members directory 
• NY CityServe 
• Homeless care packages 
• Booktable 
• Building issues 
• Deacon/trustee elections coming soon !
A lot of needs! Lots of places where you can do someth for 
someone that no one else is doing. In fact could be discouraging. 
Will we ever have enough peo? Short ans: no. Ch isn’t the k, we’re 
not going to get there in this life. Yet confident bc future of the ch 
gen & our ch in particular not dependent on us. For there was 
another Serv, the consummate Serv, the ult Serv & as we confess 
“for us & for our salv J came down from hvn, became incarnate of 
the virgin Mary by power of HS, lived a sinless life, was crucified 
under PP & was buried. On cross this Serv canceled sin, satisfied 
G’s anger, & reconciled to G all who bel in him. He arose bodily 
from the dead on 3rd day according to the Scrs, thus proving his 
innocence, breaking the power of death, and bringing everlasting 
life to all His peo” (Art 7). This Serv—J—did for us what we could 
not do for ourselves. J the quintessential Serv. So we serve not to 
gain G’s attention or the favor of others. Serve as those who have 
been served. We do someth for others that no one is doing bc J did 
someth for us that no one else could do. & so we serve to put the 
true & greater Serv on display. & that’s what we celebrate at this 
table. Focus on how X submitted/arranged himself under us.
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